


Global Launching of SDG Reporting Platform 

20 September 2017 during 
UN General Assembly  
(HPM Of Bangladesh)  

HPM	Sheikh	Hasina	delivering	
her	speech	in	UN	General	

Assembly		
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MDGs 

Bangladesh: Journey From MDG to SDGs 



Features: 

Cons%tuency	Tracker	
To	Accelerate	the	Progress	of		
evidence-based	development	
planning	and	decision	making	



SDG Portal in Multi-language !

English 

Bangla 

French 



SDG Tracker Login!



Dashboard



SDG Data visualization

•  Multiple visualization options 
•  Formatting facilities 
•  Download/save/print/share 

options 



Data (Regional) visualization



Correlation among indicators





SDG	ThemaAc	corner	for	Data	AnalyAcs			



Why Analytics!  
Context of Leaving no one behind 

Slum	EducaAon	 Haor	EducaAon	

CHT	EducaAon	 EducaAon	for	Street	children	

Girls	EducaAon	

How	to	ensure	
quality	EducaAon	
for	All!!!	
	



Data analytics for policy decisions  



Data	AnalyAcs	on	Financial	Inclusion		



Manifesto	in	alignment	with	SDGs	



Resource	secAon		



Knowledge Transfer through South-South Cooperation  

•  Collaboration with states/countries 
•  Sharing knowledge and finding scopes 
•  Bringing innovation through South-South Network   

MoU with Peru CollaboraAon	with	Bhutan		



What should be a Development 
Mirror looks like?�



How we are thinking !

Leverage	ICTs	to	go	faster	in	achieving	SDGs!	

Track	who	are	far	behind!	

Engage	whole	of	the	society!	

Localize	SDGs!	

New	sources	and	intervenAon	for	tracking	SDGs	



Applying whole of the society approach: Engaging 
academicians  

University	of	Rajshahi	•  Shahjalal University of Science & Technology 
•  Metropolitan University 



Engaging whole of the Government  

1. Disaggregated data at district and sub 
district level. 

2. Further censuses based on No one leave 
behind thematic areas 

4. Regular data update  

5. Training for Data Providers 



39+1 INDICATORS 
Prioritized Indicators of SDGs for Bangladesh 
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Connected	with	159	SDG	targets	

39	Priority	Indicators	

Localization of SDGs: “39+ 1 National  Priority Indicators” 



Constituency wise development Monitoring  
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Gender Lense  
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Impact on Gender in Bangladesh: Gender Data Analytics 

17 
Goals  

232 SDG Indicators 

5 Data sets for each of 232 into OFD portal 

More than 1160 unique Data sets Opportunity	to	Minimize	
the	Gender	Gap		



Data Analytics to minimize Gender Gap : HOW?? 

1160 Open Data sets open path   

Gender	Data	Analy%cs	Gender	Data	Capacity	 Resource	alloca%on		 Gender	Impact	



Potential Thematic Areas for Analytics 
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You 


